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Abstract

Optical Microscopy has long been the preferred method for rapid dispersion analysis 

because of its relative simplicity. Reflective Light Microscopy with automatic image 

processing has become a standard tool for evaluating filler dispersion of agglomerates in the 

micron range, and is often referred to as macro dispersion. Many researchers, however, 

recognize the need to study particles and aggregates in the nano-scale, and have therefore 

used more costly and complicated methods such as Atomic Force Microscopy, and Electron 

Microscopy. Optical microscopy’s shortcomings in ultra high resolution measurements are 

due to the electromagnetic diffraction limit, which confines resolution of white light to 

approximately 1 micron. In this work a new reflected light method is discussed which provides 

resolution of less than 1 micron, but also avoids the diffraction limit of visible light by 

mechanically moving a sample in small increments. 

In the following paper a detailed description of a new microscope where sub-micron 

imaging is possible will be described, as well as two models which explain the theory behind 

sub-pixel resolution. This is the first part of a two part study, and does not include a detailed 

experimental section, which will be presented in a future works.
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Introduction and Background

The applicability of optical microscopy has been crucial for the scientific exploration of 

the unseen world for centuries. During the early 1600’s the optical microscope was invented, 

and for the first time objects smaller than those that the eye could see could be resolved. The 

invention of lasers in 1958i was a transforming technology, which for the first time harnessed 

the rather elusive photon into a coherent beam, of a discrete wavelength. Its uses are widely 

known, and a part of everyday life, from the DVD player to Lasik eye surgery, the laser has 

changed the way we live. Its applications in microscopy also exist, though remain limited. 

Diffused light on the other hand has remained an untamed entity, with magnifying power 

having been almost unchanged for over 100 years. While its properties are understood, its 

applications limited to the diffraction limit of the given wave of light. Science and technology 

have gained an increasing need to work at scales smaller than diffused light has allowed, as 

fields such as nanotechnology, genetics and microelectronics dominate modern technological 

innovation. One area which is relevant to the polymer and rubber industries is filler 

dispersion, which has been limited in many ways due to the difficulties of accurately imaging 

in the nano-scale.

Dispersion measurement is a direct and valuable way of determining mixing efficiency, 

batch variations and filler agglomeration. Dispersion is defined by Schuster as the breaking 

down of filler agglomerates into smaller agglomerates, and eventually into aggregates and 

primary particlesii. In order to be considered dispersion the sample being tested is assumed 

to be homogenous, and the filler to be influencing the polymer matrix, usually through 

physical reinforcement. Dispersion has generally been analyzed in ways appropriate to the 

size of the aggregates or agglomerates being testediii. Those sizes are dependant on the type 

of filler and the desired properties, and are often referred to as macro dispersion and micro 
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dispersion. Macro dispersion is usually thought of as agglomerates greater than 1 micron in 

size, and for most practical situations macro dispersion is tested with means which resolve 

only to 3 microns. Leigh- Dugmore in speaking of relevant dispersion and a method for 

optically measuring dispersion disregarded Carbon Black agglomerates less than 5 micronsiv. 

Research and experience with Reflected Light Microscopes, which provide quantitative data, 

have been shown to be valuable in rapidly  and accurately testing both carbon black and 

silica macro dispersionv. While dispersion measurement remains important for quality testing 

of macro dispersion, a need exists to analyze micro dispersion properties, especially where 

silica agglomeration occurs. Silica has been shown to disagglomerate to workable sizes of 

500 nanometers to 750 nanometersvi.

One of the most common methods of Reflected Light Microscopy uses a razor cut 

sample, a light source at a 30 degree angle and a CCD imager for analyzing surface 

roughness. The method has been shown to be accurate in resolving to 1.5 micronsvii.  Other 

surface properties and particle properties have not been able to be measured with 

commercially available Reflected Light Microscopes.

Optical Microscopy has been a preferred method for measurement of structures 

because of its ease of use and relative cost effectiveness. Traditionally, however, optical 

microscopes possessed two drawbacks; the subjective nature of analysis, and the limits in 

resolution power due to the wavelengths of visible light. 

Sub-Micron Microscopy

Generally, sophisticated tools such as scanning probe microscopes, and Electron 

Microscopes (both Transmission Electron Microscopes, and Scanning Electron Microscopes), 

have been utilized for high resolution microscopy. While accurate in the nano-scale, they are 

complex instruments, which require long sample preparation and testing times.  When 
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attempting to image objects that are slightly larger than the diffraction limit of visible light, 

laser interferometers are often used.

The first types of microscopes used for resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light 

were electron microscopes, which were invented in 1931viii. Like the name suggests, an 

electron microscope uses an electron to image a surface rather than photons, as an optical 

microscope does. An electron microscope has the ability to magnify 2,000,000 times. The 

first invention in 1931 of an electron microscope was the Transmission Electron Microscope 

(TEM) which uses an electron beam tungsten filament and is focused by electromagnetic 

lenses. A sample used by TEM must be precisely prepared, generally by a method of 

sectioning called ultra microtome. In this method a diamond or glass blade is used to cut a 

sample the width of only a micron or less. This is usually done after flash freezing in liquid 

nitrogen. This is the method that would be used for solid polymers. Other methods include 

dehydration and ion beam milling, neither of which will be discussed here. 

An electron beam is transmitted through a specimen and contains information about 

the inner structure of the specimen. The electrons which reach the sensor are recorded, and 

an image generated. The variation in the image is then magnified by a series of 

electromagnetic lenses until it is recorded by hitting a fluorescent screen, photographic plate, 

or light sensitive sensor such as a CCD camera. The image detected by the CCD may be 

displayed on a monitor and stored in a computer. TEM can only be used on conductive or 

semi conductive samples. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy is a slightly newer, and in many cases a more useful 

technology where micro imaging of material surfaces is concernedix. Unlike the TEM, where 

electrons of the high voltage beam form the image of the specimen, the SEM produces 

images by detecting low energy secondary electrons which are emitted from the surface of 

the specimen due to excitation by the primary electron beam. In the SEM, the electron beam 
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is placed across the surface of a sample. Sensors gather an image and map the detected 

signals by recording the beam position. The resolution of SEM is 10 times less than that of 

TEM, but because of its ability to look at a surface can more accurately predict bulk material 

properties.

There are several major drawbacks which prevent electron microscopes from being 

used other than in very high tech controlled environments. The first is the cost, which is 

prohibitive for most small to midsize companies and universities. Though all microscopes 

require steady power, an electron microscope is especially sensitive to fluctuations. Without 

this an image is difficult to capture, and contamination likely. They are also sensitive to 

vibration, and often need a separate structure in a building in order to prevent any movement. 

SEM works best on conductive surfaces. Non-conductive materials can be imaged by a 

device called an environmental scanning electron microscope. A required preparation 

technique is to coat the sample with a several-nanometer layer of conductive material, 

usually gold. This is a delicate and sometimes time consuming process. This, like all sub-

micron imaging techniques therefore requires a sample to be fixed, and stable, limiting its use 

for biological materials and in on-line process and quality control.

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a general term which describes two types 

of high resolution microscopes, the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) and the Atomic 

Force Microscope (AFM). The Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) uses an electrical 

probe to scan a surface in order to detect the electrical current flowing between the tip and 

the surfacex. The STM allows for the visualization of surface areas of various electrical 

densities. With this knowledge the position of molecules can be predicted. The STM employs 

several key aspects of quantum mechanics. A probe, referred to as a tip, which has a point 

which is the size of a single atom, moves over the surface of a material, and an electrical 

current is applied creating an electrical field between the tip and the surface. Tunneling is a 
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quantum effect which describes the behavior of a particle which passes through a barrier not 

allowed by classic mechanics. This is a common phenomenon, and is predicted by the 

Schrödinger equationxi. Depending on the voltage applied, electrons will tunnel through the 

potential barrier between the surface and probe, resulting in a weak electric current. The 

magnitude of this depends on the distance between probe and the surface. For tunneling to 

occur, the substance being scanned must be conductive. Insulators cannot be scanned by 

STM, since an electron must have an organic material in order to have a recipient of the 

tunneling effect.

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is an even more recent type of Scanning Probe 

Microscope having been invented in 1988xii. It has some flexibility not available with an STM, 

while remaining a method for nano-scale resolution. Like the STM, the AFM uses a probe to 

scan a material surface. In the case of the AFM, however, it is not electrical fields, and a 

tunneling effect that are being measured, but rather a direct deflection of a probe which is 

actually coming into contact with the surface. A cantilever is used to hold the tip in place, a 

piezoelectric nano positioning device to move the system in small distances, and a laser to 

measure height deflection of the cantilever.  The cantilever is made of silicon with a tip 

several nanometers in size. When the tip is brought into proximity of a sample surface, micro 

forces between the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the cantilever. Forces such as 

Van der Waals, magnetic forces and chemical bonds are all measured. One major advantage 

of the AFM in comparison to the previously discussed methods is the ability to provide a 

complete topography of the sample. The AFM can be operated in a number of modes, 

depending on the application. For the purpose of comparison with other techniques, including 

optical microscopy, contact imaging is most relevant. In this mode either a static or dynamic 

pressure can be applied to the cantilever as it comes into contact with a surface. The static 

mode uses a constant force, and therefore there are no changes in deflection. In the dynamic 
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mode, the cantilever oscillates at a frequency near its resonance frequency. Frequency 

modulation is a common form of dynamic mode imaging. In this mode the changes in 

frequency give useful information about micro-adhesion factors as the tip comes in and out of 

contact with the surface. While these topographical measurements are possible and 

accurate, in order to measure a surface as small as 1 mm2, the time required becomes too 

long to be practical. For most samples a surface area of 10 times the smallest resolved object 

is all that can easily be generated without excessive time being used. 

Optical Microscopy

Laser interferometry has been used for research of light behavior, and surface 

phenomena. The use of coherent (laser) light can isolate electromagnetic wavelengths and 

can be directed easily and accurately using mirrors. Patent 6512385 xiiidescribes a method of 

isolating wavelengths on a surface, and comparing results from more than one wavelength as 

interference patterns are created. This comparison gives useful data, but not a direct 

measurement of sub-visible wavelength phenomena. Cosijns explains a method using Jones 

matrices in a model, with results from mixed spectral laser interferometers to predict sub-

micron properties. The work is impressive, and gives excellent probabilities of particle size 

and location, but does not directly observe sub-micron phenomena.xiv Laser interferometers 

have been used for Carbon Black dispersion measurement to give a distribution histogram, 

and a quantitative dispersion number, based on the amount of a surface which is covered by 

agglomeratesxv. As with the reflected light microscopes discussed earlier, and the Leigh 

Dugmore method, this can be used for accurate macro dispersion measurements.

Subjectivity of more common optical methods has been reduced, and in some cases 

eliminated with the advent of computer imaging and processingxvi. With the availability of 

digital cameras, an image of a specimen in a microscope can be captured, and pixilated. 

Common computer algorithms can then be used to analyze the image, providing not only a 
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visible image for record, but also quantitative analysis including particulate counts, as well as 

area and spectral histograms.

However, when one combines an optical microscope with two-dimensional opto-

electronic sensor(s) for data acquisition, two limits of resolution exist, as below.

1. The Abbe Limit

The angular aperture (alpha) of the objective lens must be large enough to admit both 

the zeroth and the first order of the diffraction maxima, originating from the interference of the 

incident light wave with the object.  With “D” as the object size and “phi” as the angle of the 

first diffraction maximum,

Sin phi = lambda / D

Knowing alpha, the numerical aperture is n sin alpha, where n is the refractive index of 

the medium in the space between the object and the lens (usually air, with a refractive index 

of 1).  Therefore, the condition is sin phi < sin alpha or

D  > lambda / (n sin alpha)

For a microscope, alpha is usually about 80°.  Generally speaking, in order to resolve 

an object of the size D, D must be larger than the smallest wavelength of light used. If the 

detector is the human eye, the shortest wavelength is about 400 nm.

Using light of even shorter wavelengths can help resolve smaller objects, but requires 

(a) lenses which do not block UV light and (b) sensors that are sensitive in that shorter 

wavelength portion of the light spectrum.  Nevertheless, any kind of sensor has to fulfill the 

second requirement below.
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2. The Spatial Resolution Limit

When using a traditional optical microscope, the eye can only detect a limited 

spectrum of light, and the aperture is therefore the limiting factor respecting resolution.  

However, when employing an opto-electronic sensor for data acquisition, the resolution may 

be limited beyond the Abbe limit due to the spatial resolution limits of such devices.  This is 

where the proposed invention comes into play, working to improve the resolution achieved 

with digital imaging sensors.

Though these two limits have been a barrier for optical microscopes, nano-positioning 

is one method that is employed to increase micron and submicron resolutionxvii.  In nano-

positioning techniques, means such as a piezoelectric positioner moves the specimen or

SPM tip several nanometers at a time, and the displacement of the tip is recorded at each 

location by a computer.  Once readings have been recorded over a specified scan area, a 

digital representation of the scanned surface is generated and the combined digital 

representations are analyzed together to create a higher resolution image than any of the 

discrete images alone.  Notably, this is employed for mechanical imaging means, such as 

AFM and SPM imaging, but has not been employed for diffused light optical microscopy.

Background of Invention

The goal of the research and invention presented here is to improve the optical 

resolution that can be achieved employing digital imaging sensors.  A description of both the 

theoretical implications and experimental results will be presented. In creating a new 

approach, a convergence of technologies is needed in order to have a state of the art optical 

microscope. The areas needed to be address are sensor type and resolution, positioning 

devices, optical lens and computer processing. 
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A CCD is the most commonly available, and an extremely reliable digital sensor. A 

charged-coupled device (CCD) is a sensor that allows for analog signals, in the case of 

imaging sensors photons, to be converted into digital valuesxviii. A CCD is a sensor that 

contains a grid of pixels. They are more sensitive to light than photographic film with 70% 

quantum efficiency. An optical structure which includes a lens projects photons onto a sensor 

array of capacitors, causing each capacitor to accumulate an electric charge proportional to 

the intensity of the light at that location. Once the array has been exposed to the image, a 

control circuit causes each capacitor to transfer its contents to an adjacent pixel. The last 

capacitor in the array unloads its charge into an amplifier that converts the charge into volts. 

By repeating this process, the control circuit converts the entire contents of the array to a 

varying voltage, which it samples, digitizes and stores in memory. 

Camera resolution has increased at an exponential rate, up to the point where a single 

CCD sensor can have dimensions of approximately 1.5 microns2. While impressive for 

imaging structures above this size, camera resolution will theoretically only increase as far as 

the diffraction limits of visible light. No matter how small a sensor can be made, the diffraction 

limit will not allow it to be feasible for the purposes of imaging nanostructures. The device 

invented here uses this basic assumption when creating both mathematical models, and an 

experimental device. While this invention does not rely solely on CCD technology, as other 

sensors such as CMOS are commonly in use, all experimental work was performed using 

common CCD technology. Samples used for the experimental section were done in reflected 

light mode, and on a fixed substrate. 

Looking beyond the sensor alone then, it is possible to imagine sub optical diffraction 

limit analysis without the consideration of wavelengths, but instead considering a way to 

subdivide a pixel. This can be done through nano-positioning, as was described with AFMs. 

The simplicity of the concept can be described as the movement of a digital imaging sensor 
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to a specimen to be imaged. A description of nano-movement and image capturing is 

necessary for the practical understanding of sub division of a pixel. 

The specimen to be imaged is focused onto an image sensor having one or more 

pixels.  Relative movement is carried out between the specimen and the image sensor, 

moving one or the other in planes parallel to one another. The relative movement is in both 

the x and y directions.  This relative movement places the specimen at discrete positions 

relative to the image sensor, and establishes sub-pixels.  Images of the specimen are digitally 

captured by means of the CCD at each of the discrete positions, wherein a pixel value is 

recorded for each of the multiple pixels of the image sensor, with the understanding that the 

pixel value recorded for a given pixel is attributed to all sub-pixels established in that pixel.  A 

sub-pixel value is then determined for each sub-pixel of the image sensor by comparing the 

pixel values attributed to equivalent sub-pixels, and a sub-pixelated image of the specimen is 

reproduced based on the sub-pixel values determined. 

  

Based upon the movement described, sub-pixels can be conceptualized and analyzed.  

These sub-pixels may each be less than the diffraction limit of light, but can be accorded their 

own value.  Using modern image processing techniques, a basic statistic for all values in 

each sub-pixel can be generated, and a new image can be calculated, having greater 

resolution than the designed resolution of the image sensor.  Thus, in relevant instances, the 

diffraction limit of visible light is no longer a barrier for potential measurement of nanoscale 

objects. 

Description of Technique

Considering the wide range of potential CCD sensors available and the limitation of 

the diffraction limits discussed previously, for the purposes of a description and models, an 
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extremely low resolution array of 9 pixels will be used. Though common camera sensors 

range for 1 to 15 megapixels, the techniques described in these figures will apply; though do 

not require a high pixel count to achieve high resolution. 

In this description all attempts to make a virtual camera, or one that is for a model, is 

exactly as if we were capturing an image using a CCD. In the case of this study all results are 

monochrome.

 The first example seen in Figure 1A shows 9 square pixels, with each pixel given a 

number. An object is artificially placed in the center of pixel P5. The object is completely 

black. There is a light grey grid within P9 showing the square object to be centered. Already 

this lets the observer know the location, so that with further evaluation it will be possible to 

judge the efficiency of the processing technique. If that black object were to be imaged by a 

CCD sensor, the result would appear as it does in Figure 1B. In this figure the square is no 

longer embedded within P5, but instead is distributed throughout the entire pixel. Since the 

original pixel contained both areas of white and black, the CCD, being force to have only one 

value, recorded it as a shade of grey.

Looking at P5 in greater detail Figure 2 has provided a grid of sub-pixels which is a 

magnification of the now grey P5, where each sub-pixel is labeled consecutively from S01 to 

S16. This original location of the 9 pixels will be designated M01, for movement one. This first 

movement is simply the original image.

This designates a theoretical dissection of a single pixel. In order to further resolve the 

image in P5, additional movements must be conducted. In an experimental setting, the object 

is moved by mechanical means, such as a nano-postioning stage in relation to the CCD 

sensor. Image intensities, as represented by grey values are then recorded at each position. 

The magnitude of movement is chosen based upon a desired sub-resolution to be calculated 

and reproduced, and preferably is also chosen based upon the size of the multiple pixels that 
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make up the image sensor.  The specimen is moved to a discrete position relative to the 

image sensor to establish sub-pixels of a smaller size than the multiple pixels of the image 

sensor, and to further establish equivalent sub-pixels, wherein equivalent sub-pixels are 

those sub-pixels that have the same portion of the object focused thereon at different discrete 

positions.  

This movement is depicted in the 9 pixel example, by considering the location of the 

original black square as it moves through the entire pixel array. In Figure 3 the object moves 

from M01 to M16. Throughout the movement, adjustments have been made to original pixels 

based on whether the object is entering, exiting or remaining in a particular pixel. Actual grey 

scale values are presented within given pixels P1 through P9 to show what the image sensor 

records for a given discrete position. All values are with relation to the object, as either more 

or less of the original pixel is black. For the purposes of this example, an 8 bit grey scale is 

used, such that a grey scale value of 0 is black and a grey scale value of 255 is white.  

Further for this example, the specimen is assigned a grey scale value of 25, while the 

background to the specimen is assigned a grey scale value of 250.  In this instance the light 

background has 12 sub-pixels, each with a value of 250 and the dark square in the center 

has 4 sub-pixels each with the value of 25. Therefore we can calculate the value of the 

reconstructed image by taking:

PxV= ((4 x 25) + (12 x 250))/16 = 193.75 where PxV=the pixel value.

Introduction to the Models

Two models have been created by which an object can be captured, located and 

eventually reconstructed. Applicable for both models that will be shown is an understanding 

of the movement of a single sub pixel through a matrix of pixels and sub pixels. This is shown 
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visually in Figure 4 where movement is represented as it would be seen by the CCD, rather 

than numerically.

In order to follow the numerical patterns, Figure 5 and Table 1 are used together for 

the mapping of equivalent sub-pixels. “X” is the original sub-pixel 1, S1 of P5. The figure 

shows the movement of this sub-pixel. If the location of “X” is recorded in each position 

shown in Figure 5, equivalent sub-pixels can be generated. The original sub pixel S1 of P5 

has a unique equivalent mapping in each separate image. Table 1 is the mapping of 

equivalent sub pixels as represented in Figure 5. The mapping and mathematical assignment 

of values to equivalent sub pixels allows reconstruction of the original image. Examples of 

reconstruction methods are given by these two different models.

Model 1

The first Model is one which uses the process of sub-pixel mapping in order to 

compare results. Each sub pixel is assigned the grey scale value, PxV, of the pixel in which it 

is located. In Tables 2A and 2B the mapping and assignment of sub-pixel grey scale values 

at various positions after movement are presented. The maximum values of the sub-pixel at 

each location were taken, and a reconstructed object created. A first example can be seen in 

Figure 6. The value of 235.97 for the grey square in the center is calculated as shown in 

Table 3. Taking the maximum value of equivalent sub-pixels, as was done here, is just one 

way to reconstruct an object. When imaging a dark object the maximum value provides 

the greatest contrast. For a light object the minimum may be a better solution.

A second example using the maximum value of equivalent sub-pixels can be seen in 

Figure 7. This figure is a depiction of what the CCD would see throughout the stepping 

process. For reference purposes the grey scale values of each pixel P01 to P09 is shown in 

an array above each image. It is these numerical values that are used for the reconstruction. 
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This reconstruction in Figure 8 is the final image, which are 4 diagonal squares. This was 

reconstructed using Model 1, the Maximum sub-pixel values. This shows that while the 

diagonal squares are visible, they are not as dark as the original image. This can be seen by 

looking at all of the original grey scale values in Figure 7. All of them are higher (lighter) than 

the original object. Therefore it is only possible for the maximum value of the reconstructed 

image to be lighter than the original.

In Figure 9 a third image is taken of a known embedded object. The output image as 

would be seen by the CCD is shown, with the grey values above. The reconstruction of the 

image should produce something similar, if not identical to the original image. In this case the 

original image is parallel lines. The original image is shown in Figure 10A. The reconstructed 

image using the maximum value is shown in 10B, and shows very little relevant information 

as it relates to the original image. Figure 10C uses a form of local thresholding to improve the 

image quality. Thresholding is simply choosing a number between 0 and 255, and changing 

all values less than the given number to black and those greater or equal to the number 

white. It is however possible that throughout the image, information is not completely uniform, 

therefore this type of thresholding may ignore valuable information. A technique called local 

thresholding was used to even out an image, and to gain the most amount of crucial 

information. This is how the parallel lines images were obtained.

Model 2

A second model was developed in order to provide a more accurate and easily 

obtainable reconstruction of an image. Figure 11 is a visual representation of Model 2. In 

order to understand the concept mathematically, sub pixel s1 of M07 can be seen to be the 

only grey pixel in pixel 1, while the remaining 15 pixels remain white. This is easy to see how 

that value of S1 can then be calculated. Therefore if the object is moved as in M06, and the 
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value of S1 known, the value of S2 can be calculate. After all movements are made, each 

sub-pixel will have been calculated. This is fully explained in Table 4. In this figure, individual 

sub-pixel movement is shown, and how that sub-pixel movement is related to an original 

pixel. The concept is mathematically simple. Since each original pixel in these examples is 

made of 16 sub-pixels, it is possible to subtract the background from the value of the pixel of 

the image being moved. Table 4 shows the calculated sub-pixel results of all three examples. 

Similarly equations can be made for any number of stepwise movements.

All three examples are reconstructed in Figure 12. As can be seen clearly here, the 

reconstructed images are equivalent to the original, without loss of clarity or contrast.

A fourth example of Model 2 uses more complex objects and is shown in Figure 13. In 

this example it can be seen that additional movement can help to further resolve objects. The 

first image in this figure was with no movement at all. As with any embedded structure, only a 

solid grey value is represented. The second image is with two movements, and even though 

it is a lighter shade of grey, no object can be seen. With a 5 step movement, diagonal 

squares are visible, but not until 10 steps are made can the original image be fully 

represented through reconstruction.

Discussions of Models 1 and 2

In judging the relevance and advantages of either Model 1 or Model 2, it is valuable to 

consider the application which is being evaluated. Model 1 has drawbacks in distinguishing 

objects which are touching, or near each other. While this may appear a limitation in overall 

resolution, it is useful in looking at objects which are spaced at greater distances, which is 

true for many objects in nature. With Model 1, no values for a background need to be 

assigned. It is also relatively fast to process an image in this fashion. 
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Model 2 clearly shows superiority in the examples given here. Objects were exactly 

replicated. It is necessary to recognize that with Model 2 a background value was assigned, 

not observed. The examples in Model 2 assume a movable aperture, which moves in relation 

to a fixed stage and camera. Though this provided a method for visualization and analysis it 

would be possible to locate the entire object within a single pixel by having a 1 pixel aperture 

fixed to the camera, with the sample moving in relation to that entire system. It is possible to 

have any aperture value, as long as it is the same quantity as the pixels being covered. In 

either configuration, all values other than the values within that one pixel can be assigned. In 

this case the background was considered white. This may or may not be feasible in an 

unknown specimen.

Experimental Microscope

The microscope used for this study was newly constructed in order to provide flexibility 

of magnification, lighting and nano-movement. Figure 14 is a general representation of the 

experimental microscope that could be employed for this method. The microscope of Figure 

14A is identified by the numeral 10A and the imaging apparatus of Figure 14B is identified by 

the numeral 10B.  The imaging apparatus 10A includes a nano-positioner 12A and a nano-

positioner controller 13A serving to move a specimen S relative to an image sensor 14 that is 

to digitally record the image of the specimen S by means of sensor controller 15.   The image 

sensor 14 is retained in a housing 16, and the image of the specimen S is focused onto the 

image sensor 14 through a lens 18 and lens tube (objective) 20.  The housing 16, image 

sensor 14, lens 18 and lens tube 20 make up the essential elements of a still electronic 

camera and are mounted in fixed position to non-moveable bracket 8.  Not shown, but 

necessary to the capturing of the image is a light source.  For the described experimentation 
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twin light sources were used, each at a 45 degree angle with respect to the stage. This was 

done in reflected light mode.

In imaging apparatus 10B, a nano-positioner 12B and nano-positoner controller 13B 

are associated with the housing 16, to move the image sensor 14 relative to the specimen S 

with the specimen S being fixed in position, for example, by being mounted to a non-

moveable fixed stage 9.  Thus, it is desired that a nano-positioner be employed to effect 

relative movement between the image sensor and the specimen, and it should be 

appreciated that the nano-positioner could be associated with the image sensor within a 

camera or otherwise associated with elements of an imaging apparatus to effect relative 

movement between a specimen and the image sensor.

The nano-positioner, as its name implies, may be programmed and controlled to move 

the specimen and/or image sensor in parallel planes relative to each other, as represented by 

the x-y coordinate arrows in Figure 14.  The movement can be as small as nanometers (or 

smaller if the appropriate technology is available).  As will be seen, the magnitude of relative 

movement is preferably less than the size of a pixel of the image sensor, and is chosen to 

create a desired pattern of sub-pixels.  

While various movements can establish desired sub-pixels, some movement patterns 

will likely be found to be better at providing an improved resolution, whether by providing 

better results, by decreasing the complexity of calculation necessary to reproduce an image 

based on the sub-pixels or reducing the amount of movement.  Stepwise patterns that focus 

on moving along adjacent sub-pixels, such as in the S-shape movement described in the 

figures, are preferred over patterns that jump around to non-adjacent sub-pixels, because the 

stepwise patterns will likely provide better resolution along a contrast boarder of the image, 

meaning those areas of contrast running through a pixel on an imaging sensor. Although an 
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S-shape is the movement currently being practiced, others could be found to be more 

suitable to achieving a desired result. A photograph of the microscope is seen in Figure 15.

From Model to Experiment

Digital cameras have been increasing in resolution in order to obtain higher quality 

images, and are often used for microscopy. The smaller the pixel on a Charged Coupled 

Device, CCD, the smaller the images which can be resolved. This is further complicated by 

the Video Frequency Inference issues such as the Nyquist effect, which require twice the 

desired resolution to be sampled in order to avoid under exposure and aliasing. This effect is 

seen in all electronic signal processing. When referring to frequency in CCD imaging and 

especially where this current invention is described, two forms of sampling are relevant. First 

is the total number of pixels on the digital sensor. With greater amounts of pixels comes a 

need for more light, and also can provide less clarity at the pixel borders. Therefore, in the 

experimental microscope we have used low resolution CCD sensors, with a lens tube 

selected to give pixel size of approximately 10 by 10 micron pixel size. The other relevant 

technique for this invention is the number of samples taken between pixels through the use of 

the nano-positioning stages. Ideally we will have a low original CCD resolution, high optical 

magnification, and enough sub-pixel movement to image a desired object. The desired result 

is the ability to optimize any available CCD camera through the described mechanical means, 

rather than having the need to further increase CCD pixel resolution.

The models which were discussed in the previous section were designed as virtual 

cameras, where pixels in the model would represent pixels on a CCD sensor. The model 

works in a very simple fashion. The first step in the process is to create a file of an image of 

known size and geometry. A bitmap image of known dimensions was created. 
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This image can then be transferred to the model which includes multiple pixels. The 

dimensions of the entire image may correspond to a single pixel diameter in the model, and 

therefore placed into the matrix as a single pixel. Once the image is placed in the matrix as a 

single pixel, an appropriate grey value is assigned. Therefore, any picture created, is now 

only a single grey value, even though we know that underneath there is still a defined image. 

It is a virtual camera algorithm that will recreate the image. In other words the virtual camera 

is doing the same things a as CCD. 

For the experiment much of the same process applies. Rather than using a bitmap 

image of known dimensions, a bitmap of an unknown sample is captured by a CCD. Model 1 

analysis will be used for the experiment.

Experimental

An experiment was done using a synthetic rubber compound, which has a chemical 

curing system added, so that samples could be vulcanized and prepared for easy cutting. 

Precipitated Silica was the only reinforcing filler added to this compound. A single batch was 

combined at a laboratory mixer, and then taken to a laboratory mill to complete incorporation 

and distribution. The formulation and preparation conditions can be seen in Table 5. With 

increased milling time, the silica should be incorporated throughout the polymer matrix, and 

large agglomerates should be broken down and distributed. Previous work in this area shows 

that using reflected light microscopy with resolution of 1.5 microns the white area, or area 

covered by silica agglomerates, decreases with increased mixing timexix. In this experiment 

samples were taken from the mill at times from 1.5 to 28 minutes, resolution of images to 550 

nanometers taken, and the white area recorded. It is clear in the results that dispersion of 

agglomerates of 550 nanometers and greater increased, and the white area decreased with 

increased mixing time.
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SEM tests were also run for these samples, and while cost and testing time were high, 

tests taking an hour in some cases, an image and white area were taken. Table 6 gives the 

results using four different methods, which are discussed here. All three of the first 

instruments shown in the results were reflected light microscopes, where five scans were 

taken. The relatively large surface area of 16.80 mm2 was tested. The last two results were 

done on a SEM (Cambridge S150, 20kV), where 7.82 mm2 at 50X magnification, and only 

0.97 mm2 for 200X were used. The results labeled DG, were used on the disperGRADER+, 

which is a commercially available Reflected Light Microscope with 100X magnification. The 

instrument uses one light source at a 30 degree angle. In looking at these results it is 

apparent that after 1.5 minutes the instrument was not able to significantly discriminate 

disagglomeration of silica. Both the normal Resolution and the Super Resolution 

Experimental Microscopes used stereo lighting, which was two light sources, both at 30 

degrees. It can be assumed that a single light source may cast a larger shadow than the 

stereo lighting. It is clear here that the normal resolution is not as discriminating as the Super 

Resolution. It is also clear that the Super Resolution compares well to the SEM at 50X. At 

200X the SEM show inconsistent results. One likely reason for this is that such a small area 

was measured. When looking at the standard deviation of 5 scans using Optical means we 

find it to be very high. All of the standard deviations are shown in Table 7. Therefore, we can 

assume that the area being scanned on the SEM at 200X is simply too small to be 

representative of the batch. Figure 16 shows the scanned area of all three examples. It is 

easy to see that as magnification increases on the SEM, the scanning area becomes small. 

This makes testing of dispersion on a SEM a challenge.
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Conclusion

With the invention of an optical nano-scope, new possibilities in all of the sciences can 

be imagined. To “see” is a concept that has changed for scientists in recent years. It has 

grown to mean any type of imaging; whether it is to see with an AFM tip, or an Electron 

Beam. We have been lucky to study, and explore our universe in a time where it is possible 

to probe the microscopic structures of nature in this way. Still, the ability to actually see 

makes us think of optics. To probe using diffused light, intuitive observation increases, the 

price of nano exploration becomes feasible, and technologists can create products on scales 

never before practical. 

The study presented two Models, both of which were able to image embedded objects 

within one pixel. Normal available image processing tools will not achieve any discrimination 

of objects. Model 1 presents a drawback in the ability to closely resolve objects that are near 

each other, where Model 2 succeeds in recreating the exact original object. Model 2 requires 

knowledge of the background, making Model 1 a possible solution for many applications. An 

experiment using a new Microscope was able to resolve better than available Reflected Light 

Microscopes using Model 1, and predicted phenomena seen in SEM.

It is possible to imagine that with future improvements in these already ubiquitous 

technologies, things which have never been seen before will first be imaged with an optical 

microscope.
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M01
Original P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP P SP

S1 4 4 4 3 4 2 1 14 1 15 1 16 2 13 2 9 1 12 1 11 1 10 1 6 1 7 1 8 2 5
S2 5 1 4 4 4 3 1 15 1 16 2 13 2 14 2 10 2 9 1 12 1 11 1 7 1 8 2 5 2 6
S3 5 2 5 1 4 4 1 16 2 13 2 14 2 15 2 11 2 10 2 9 1 12 1 8 2 5 2 6 2 7
S4 5 3 5 2 5 1 2 13 2 14 2 15 2 16 2 12 2 11 2 10 2 9 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8
S5 4 8 4 7 4 6 4 2 4 3 4 4 5 1 2 13 1 16 1 15 1 14 1 10 1 11 1 12 2 9
S6 5 5 4 8 4 7 4 3 4 4 5 1 5 2 5 14 5 13 4 16 4 15 1 11 1 12 2 9 2 10
S7 5 6 5 5 4 8 4 4 5 1 5 2 5 3 2 15 2 14 2 13 1 16 1 12 2 9 2 10 2 11
S8 5 7 5 6 5 5 5 1 5 2 5 3 5 4 1 16 1 15 1 14 1 13 2 9 2 10 2 11 2 12
S9 4 12 4 11 4 10 4 6 4 7 4 8 5 5 5 1 4 4 4 3 4 2 1 14 1 15 1 16 2 13
S10 5 9 4 12 4 11 4 7 4 8 5 5 5 6 5 2 5 1 4 4 4 3 1 15 1 16 2 13 2 14
S11 5 10 5 9 4 12 4 8 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 3 5 2 5 1 4 4 1 16 2 13 2 14 2 15
S12 5 11 5 10 5 9 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 8 5 4 5 3 5 2 5 1 2 13 2 14 2 15 2 16
S13 4 16 4 15 4 14 4 10 4 11 4 12 5 9 5 5 4 8 4 7 4 6 4 2 4 2 4 4 5 1
S14 5 13 4 16 4 15 4 11 4 12 5 9 5 10 5 6 5 5 4 8 4 7 4 3 4 4 5 1 5 2
S15 5 14 5 13 4 16 4 12 5 9 5 10 5 11 5 7 5 6 5 5 4 8 4 4 5 1 5 2 5 3
S16 5 15 5 14 5 13 5 9 5 10 5 11 5 12 5 8 5 7 5 6 5 5 5 1 5 2 5 3 5 4

M02 M03 M10 M11M04 M05 M06 M07 M16

TABLE 1 - Example 1
Mapping of Equivalent Sub-Pixels for a 4x4 Step Scan

P= pixel number; S=sub-pixel number; Mi= Image number

M12 M13 M14 M15M08 M09
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Orig.
SP P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV
S1 5 1 193.75 4 4 250 4 3 221.875 4 2 193.75 1 14 250 1 15 250 1 16 250 2 13 250
S2 5 2 193.75 5 1 193.75 4 4 221.875 4 3 193.75 1 15 250 1 16 250 2 13 250 2 14 250
S3 5 3 193.75 5 2 193.75 5 1 221.875 4 4 193.75 1 16 250 2 13 250 2 14 250 2 15 250
S4 5 4 193.75 5 3 193.75 5 2 221.875 5 1 250 2 13 250 2 14 250 2 15 250 2 16 250
S5 5 5 193.75 4 8 250 4 7 221.875 4 6 193.75 4 2 193.75 4 3 221.875 4 4 250 5 1 193.75
S6 5 6 193.75 5 5 193.75 4 8 221.875 4 7 193.75 4 3 193.75 4 4 221.875 5 1 193.75 5 2 193.75
S7 5 7 193.75 5 6 193.75 5 5 221.875 4 8 193.75 4 4 193.75 5 1 221.875 5 2 193.75 5 3 193.75
S8 5 8 193.75 5 7 193.75 5 6 221.875 5 5 250 5 1 250 5 2 221.875 5 3 193.75 5 4 193.75
S9 5 9 193.75 4 12 250 4 11 221.875 4 10 193.75 4 6 193.75 4 7 221.875 4 8 250 5 5 193.75
S10 5 10 193.75 5 9 193.75 4 12 221.875 4 11 193.75 4 7 193.75 4 8 221.875 5 5 193.75 5 6 193.75
S11 5 11 193.75 5 10 193.75 5 9 221.875 4 12 193.75 4 8 193.75 5 5 221.875 5 6 193.75 5 7 193.75
S12 5 12 193.75 5 11 193.75 5 10 221.875 5 9 250 5 5 250 5 6 221.875 5 7 193.75 5 8 193.75
S13 5 13 193.75 4 16 250 4 15 221.875 4 14 193.75 4 10 193.75 4 11 221.875 4 12 250 5 9 193.75
S14 5 14 193.75 5 13 193.75 4 16 221.875 4 15 193.75 4 11 193.75 4 12 221.875 5 9 193.75 5 10 193.75
S15 5 15 193.75 5 14 193.75 5 13 221.875 4 16 193.75 4 12 193.75 5 9 221.875 5 10 193.75 5 11 193.75
S16 5 16 193.75 5 15 193.75 5 14 221.875 5 13 250 5 9 250 5 10 221.875 5 11 193.75 5 12 193.75

P= pixel number; S=sub-Pixel number; Mi= Image number; PxV=Pixel Greyscale Value where x=P number

TABLE 2a - Example 1: Images 1 to 8
Mapping of Equivalent Sub-Pixels for a 4x4 Step Scan with Grey-scale Values shown

M05 M06 M07 M08M01 M03M02 M04
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Orig.
S P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV P S PxV

S1 2 9 221.875 1 12 250 1 11 235.928 1 10 221.875 1 6 193.75 1 7 221.875 1 8 250 2 5 193.75
S2 2 10 221.875 2 9 221.875 1 12 235.928 1 11 221.875 1 7 193.75 1 8 221.875 2 5 193.75 2 6 193.75
S3 2 11 221.875 2 10 221.875 2 9 235.928 1 12 221.875 1 8 193.75 2 5 221.875 2 6 193.75 2 7 193.75
S4 2 12 221.875 2 11 221.875 2 10 235.928 2 9 250 2 5 250 2 6 221.875 2 7 193.75 2 8 193.75
S5 2 13 221.875 1 16 250 1 15 235.928 1 14 221.875 1 10 193.75 1 11 221.875 1 12 250 2 9 193.75
S6 5 14 221.875 5 13 221.875 4 16 235.928 1 15 221.875 1 11 193.75 1 12 221.875 2 9 193.75 2 10 193.75
S7 2 15 221.875 2 14 221.875 2 13 235.928 1 16 221.875 1 12 193.75 2 9 221.875 2 10 193.75 2 11 193.75
S8 2 16 221.875 1 15 221.875 1 14 235.928 2 13 250 2 9 250 2 10 221.875 2 11 193.75 2 12 193.75
S9 5 1 221.875 4 4 250 4 3 235.928 4 2 221.875 1 14 193.75 1 15 221.875 1 16 250 2 13 193.75

S10 5 2 221.875 5 1 221.875 4 4 235.928 4 3 221.875 1 15 193.75 1 16 221.875 2 13 193.75 2 14 193.75
S11 5 3 221.875 5 2 221.875 5 1 235.928 4 4 221.875 1 16 193.75 2 13 221.875 2 14 193.75 2 15 193.75
S12 5 4 221.875 5 3 221.875 5 2 235.928 5 1 250 2 13 250 2 14 221.875 2 15 193.75 2 16 193.75
S13 5 5 221.875 4 8 250 4 7 235.928 4 6 221.875 4 2 193.75 4 2 250 4 4 250 5 1 250
S14 5 6 221.875 5 5 221.875 4 8 235.928 4 7 221.875 4 3 193.75 4 4 250 5 1 250 5 2 250
S15 5 7 221.875 5 6 221.875 5 5 235.928 4 8 221.875 4 4 193.75 5 1 250 5 2 250 5 3 250
S16 5 8 221.875 5 7 221.875 5 6 235.928 5 5 250 5 1 250 5 2 250 5 3 250 5 4 250

P= pixel number; S=sub-pixel number; Mi= Image number; PxV=Pixel Greyscale Value where x=pixel number

TABLE 2b - Example 1: Images 9 to 16
Mapping of Equivalent Sub-Pixels for a 4x4 Step Scan

M12M09 M10 M11 M16M15M14M13
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Pixel 5
Si P5VSi

S1 = = 250.0000
S2 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S3 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S4 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S5 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S6 = " " " " " " " = 235.9275
S7 = " " " " " " " = 235.9275
S8 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S9 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000

S10 = " " " " " " " = 235.9275
S11 = " " " " " " " = 235.9275
S12 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S13 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S14 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S15 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000
S16 = " " " " " " " = 250.0000

Si = Original subpixel of pixel P5, where i is from 1 to n and n is the number of images.

P5VSi = greyscale value of reconstructed subpixel, Si, of pixel 5

= MAX(PxVM1, PxVM2,…,PxvMn)      where PxVMn is the greyscale value of equivalent 

  subpixels to Si and Mn is the image number of Si

TABLE 3 - Example 1

MAX greyscale value of sub-pixels equivalent to original sub-pixels of P5

Model 1
Assignment of Reconstructed Object Greyscale Values Using Maximum Value of Equivalent Sub-Pixels
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Example 1 Example 2 Example 3
Original Square Diagonal Horizontal

SubPixels Dots Lines

S1 = 16(P1VM7)-15B 250 26 26

S2 = 16(P1VM6)-(14B+S1) 250 26 250

S3 = 16(P1VM5)-(13B+S1+S2) 250 26 250

S4 = 16(P2VM8)-(12B+S1+S2+S3) 250 26 250

S5 = 16(P1VM10)-(14B+S1) 250 250 250

S6 = 16(P1VM11)-(12B+S1+S2+S5) 26 250 26

S7 = 16(P1VM12)-(10B+S1+S2+S3+S5+S6) 26 250 250

S8 = 16(P2VM9)-(8B+S1+S2+S3+S4+S5+S6+S7) 250 250 250

S9 = 16(P1VM15)-(13B+S1+S5) 250 26 250

S10 = 16(P1VM14)-(10B+S1+S2+S5+S6+S9) 26 26 250

S11 = 16(P1VM13)-(7B+S1+S2+S3+S5+S6+S7+S9+S10) 26 26 26

S12 = 16(P2VM16)-(4B+S1+S2+S3+S4+S5+S6+S7+S8+S9+S10+S11) 250 26 250

S13 = 16(P4VM2)-(12B+S1+S5+S9) 250 250 250

S14 = 16(P4VM3)-(8B+S1+S2+S5+S6+S9+S10+S13) 250 250 250

S15 = 16(P4VM4)-(4B+S1+S2+S3+S5+S6+S7+S9+S10+S11+S13+S14) 250 250 250

S16 = 16(P5VM1)-(S1+S2+S3+S4+S5+S6+S7+S8+S9+S10+S11+S12+S13+S14+S15) 250 250 26

PxVMn = grescale value of pixel x of stepwise image Mn

B = Background greygeyscale value

Reconstruction Formula for 4 step movement in each direction

Reconstructed Sub-Pixels Values

TABLE 4 - Sub-Pixel Reconstruction Model 2
Model 2 Reconstruction Formulae for 4 step movement with

Reconstructed values for Examples 1, 2 and 3
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Ingredient phr

SBR 1778 103.00 1.

BR 25.00 2.

ZnO 2.50 3.

Naphthenic Oil 5.00 4.

ND Silica1 60.00 5.

Coupling Agent2 6.86

Stearic Acid 2.00
BBTS 1.00

RM Sulfur 1.50

N990 2.00 1. Cure  25 mm diameter x 12.5 mm high buttons for 15 minutes at 177 deg C.

Note 3: Farrell oo Mixer, approximete volume - 1.5 l

Note 4: 150x300 mm 2 roll millNote 2: Polyone Dcs-4S

Curing instructions

Table 5 - Disagglomeration Study
Formulation, mixing and curing instructions

Note 1: Degussa Ultrasil VN3

Discharge batch at 1.5 minutes

Band on  lab mill4 at wide gap

Remove approximately 20 g sample at 1.5, 2.0, 7.0, 9.0 and 28 minutes.

-- Tighten the mill gap as volume decreases to insure continued incorporation

Formulation Mixing instructions

Combine all ingredients in Internal lab mixer3

Raise RAM and sweep at 1 minute
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Mixing Time,
min

DG1 NormalRes SuperRes4 50x 200x
1.5 12.31 0.72 0.36 0.68 1.67

2 6.48 0.65 0.33 0.62 1.31
7 9.11 0.57 0.25 0.58 0.76
9 5.99 0.43 0.21 0.58 1.21

28 8.89 0.44 0.18 0.50 1.68

Number of scans 5 5 5 2 4
Total Area Scanned, mm2 16.80 16.80 16.80 7.82 0.97

Note 1: TECH PRO, INC disperGRADER, Model dG+, 100x magnification, single 30 degree incident light
Note 2: Experiment microscope utilizing same optics as the dG+, with stereo incident light at 30 degrees
Note 3: SEM at 20kV
Note 4: SuperRes analysis utilized reconstruction Model 1, "Maximum Value" of equivalent sub-pixels

TABLE 6 - Measurment of Silica Disagglomeration
Comparison of methods

Experimental microscope2 SEM3  
Percent white area after thresholding
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Specimen Number 1.5 min. 2.0 min. 7 mim, 9 min. 28 min.
1 0.46 0.33 0.37 0.30 0.22
2 0.38 0.34 0.24 0.23 0.21
3 0.35 0.31 0.19 0.25 0.16
4 0.33 0.31 0.33 0.09 0.14
5 0.27 0.37 0.13 0.18 0.15

Mean, % white area 0.36 0.33 0.25 0.21 0.18
Standard Deviation 0.070 0.025 0.099 0.080 0.036

Coefficient of variation, % 19.5 7.5 39.1 37.9 20.7

Table 7 - Comparison of Data Scatter
Standard Deviaton of Replicate Tests from Nano-posisitoning Microscope

% White Area
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Fig. 2
Illustration of sub-pixel assignment

Image M01

S01 S02 S03 S04

S05 S06 S07 S08

S09 S10 S11 S12

S13 S14 S15 S16

P5

Fig. 1A -Simple 9 pixel camera 
illustration

P1 P2 P3

P4 P6

P7

P8

P9P8

Object

D

D

P5

Fig. 1B -Display of object from Fig. 1A

Center 
pixel, P5

Background of all 
pixels except P5

Fig. 1
Simple 9 pixel camera and display of captured object

(example 1)
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250250
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221.875
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250
193.75
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250
193.75 193.75 221.875

Image M01 Image M02 Image M03 Image M04

250250 250

250250

250250 250

250250 250

250250

250250 250

250250 250

250
221.875

250250 250

250250 250

250
193.75

250250 250

250250
193.75   221.875

Image M08 Image M07 Image M06 Image M05

250

221.875

221.875

221.875

221.875

235.9275

235.9275
235.9275

Pixel
value

Fig. 3 – Example 1
Stepwise images of a single object.

Object shown with pixel greyscale values
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Image M09 Image M10 Image M11 Image M12

Image M16 Image M15 Image M14 Image M13

Image M01 Image M02 Image M03 Image M04

250250

250250 250

250250

250250 250

250

250250 250

250

250 250

250250

Image M08 Image M07 Image M06 Image M05

Fig. 4 – Example 1
 Stepwise display of object 
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Fig. 5 – Example 1
Illustration of Equivalent sub-pixels.

Sub-pixel grid, original pixel shown in grey as reference.
“X” illustrates equivalent sub-pixel, S1

M1 M2 M3 M4

M8 M7 M6 M5

M9 M10 M11 M12

M16 M15 M14 M13
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235.9725

250 all other
sub-pixels

Fig. 6 – Example 1
Reconstruction of object using “MAXIMUM” value, Model 1, of equivalent sub-pixels

(ref: TABLE 3)
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Fig. 7 - Example 2
Displayed images with pixel values above image

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
250 194 250 236 208 250 222 222 250 208 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 236 250 236 250 250 236 250 250 236 250 250
250 208 250 250 208 250 236 222 250 222 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 222 250 236 236 250 222 250 250 222 250 250
250 222 250 250 222 250 250 222 250 236 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 208 250 236 222 250 222 236 250 208 250 250
250 236 250 250 236 250 250 236 250 250 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

Image M1 Image M2 Image M3 Image M4

Image M5Image M6Image M7Image M8

Image M12Image M11Image M10Image M9

Image M13Image M14Image M15Image M16
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Original Image

Reconstructed Image

Fig. 8 – Example 2
Reconstructed Image using “MAXIMUM” value of equivalent sub-pixels

Fig. 8A

Fig. 8B
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Fig. 9 – Example 3
Displayed images with pixel values above image

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
250 138 250 222 166 250 194 194 250 166 222 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 194 250 236 208 250 222 222 250 208 236 250
250 194 250 236 208 250 222 222 250 208 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 194 250 236 208 250 222 222 250 208 236 250
250 194 250 236 208 250 222 222 250 208 236 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 138 250 222 166 250 194 194 250 166 222 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

Image M12Image M11Image M10Image M9

Image M13Image M14Image M15Image M16

Image M1 Image M2 Image M3 Image M4

Image M5Image M6Image M7Image M8
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Original Image

Reconstructed Image

Reconstructed and Thresholded Image

Fig. -10 Example 3
Reconstructed Image using “MAXIMUM” value of equivalent sub-pixels

And using local thresholding

Fig. 10A

Fig. 10B

Fig. 10C
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M1 M2 M3 M4

M8 M7 M6 M5

M9 M10 M11 M12

M16 M15 M14 M13

S1

S5

S9

S2

S6

S10

S3

S7

S11

S13 S14 S15

S4

S8

S12

S16

Fig. 11 – Model 2
Solving for Sub-Pixel Values
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Example 1 - Original Example 1 – Model 2 
Reconstruction

Example 2 - Original Example 2 – Model 2 
Reconstruction

Example 3 - Original Example 3 – Model 2 
Reconstruction

Fig. 12
Reconstuction of Examples 1, 2 and 3 using Model 2
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Fig. 13
Model 2 sub-pixel reconstruction of complex image

With various nano-movements

Image with no nano-movement Image with 2 steps nano-movement

Image with 5 steps nano-movement

Image with 10 steps nano-movement Original image
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 14
Schematic of nano-positioning microscope
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Fig. 15
Nano-positioning microscope prototype
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2.1 mm

1.98 
mm

0.49 mm

Nano-positioning microscope
Image size: approx: 2.1x1.6 mm
Scan area: 3.36 mm2

Area of 1 sub-pixel: 0.336 μ2

50x SEM
Image size: approx: 1.98 x 1.98 mm
Scan area: 3.91 mm2

Area of 1 pixel: 3.73 μ2

200x SEM
Image size: approx: 0.49x0.49 mm
Scan area: 0.24 mm2

Area of 1 pixel: 0.231 μ2

Fig. 16
Nano-positioning microscope image vs SEM 50 and 200x
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